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Recap of week 2 

We focussed on identifying the problems faced by undocumented wage workers, 

working under contractors and freelance workers. We performed a multi-faceted 

research; talked to experts, performed interviews and tried to link our secondary 

research with our primary insights. 

After the initial set of interviews, we did a first round of affinity mapping to identify 

pain points and common interactions across the current system. This helped us 

identify some broad areas that we could focus on and research further. 

• Contractors usually end up taking advantage of responsibilities and exploit the 

workers for their own financial benefits. 

• Government aid schemes are inefficient and incomplete. No system in place to 

keep track of migrant workers across states. 

• Migrant workers continue to sacrifice at their workplace to send as much money 

back home to their families. A constant worry of the situation. 

• Workers prefer to take loans from community members rather than banks. They 

overlook the need to sign or officialise the agreement and end up getting 

exploited. 
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More Interviews 

We did more interviews to support our ideas and secondary research. We actually 

ventured out and talked to workers in Mazdoor markets to understand the 

atmosphere and process of getting work. 

We weren’t able to get too many interviews due to risks of Covid. However, we 

were able to analyse and draw much more specific insights from the interviews we 

did which helped us to start ideating on possible solutions. Our findings have been 

updated on the sheet below. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/

1bBzMhcnmnI1pHhUkKq46H2LsYlp4SMi_dezj448uiBA/edit?usp=sharing 
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Img 1. Mazdoor Market, Lucknow
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Final Affinity and Problem Identification 

We started by grouping together similar insights to map out commonalities that we 

identified across our primary research. Through this process we were able to filter 

out issues that were trends across workers or just situation specific problems that 

were emphasised initially. 

We then grouped together affinity groups that were related with regards to modes 

of payment, finding work and how workers dealt with emergency situations. This 

helped us streamline the next stage of idea generation as all related insights were 

categorised. 
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Ideation 

Keeping our initial research and goals in mind, we started ideating novel solutions 

that can help us solve problems in the current system, while also coming up with a 

profitable business model.  

Some of the ideas were: 

• Skill tracking and teaching for economic and career upliftment. 

• Building a safety net for tracking online payments of wages to prevent misuse of 

power by contractors. 

• Company to oversee all relations b/w contractors and labourers. Company 

person scans documents and gets the sign / thumbprint of workers. 

• Private drive in collaboration with NGOs to reach out to labourers for card 

registration and social security benefits. 

• Easy to get labor card forms, no middle man (internet cafes etc). 

• Link labour card benefits to wage / earnings so the government knows who to 

help. 
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• Platform for workers to find govt, private fundings and benefits which are linked 

to docs they possess (Aadhaar, labor card etc).. 

• Banking platform, which is more community focused and less corporate so that 

they feel the vendor is understanding / more empathetic. 

• Platform for contractors / consumers to put up requirements and accessible by 

workers through personal phones or work booths ( for those who don't have 

phones ). No need for mazdoor bazaar and uncertainty of work. 

• Rebranding hardware shops as places of employment and communication. 

Final Concept 

We started by combining multiple ideas that we felt helped contribute in satisfying 

the design brief we set for ourselves. 

We went back through our interview insights and recognised why workers found it 

difficult to get regular work and how this irregularity contributed to their economic 

vulnerability in times of crises. 

Also taking into account the current pandemic and the environment that it has 

created, we identified an area of need. While people will continue to require the 

services of skilled freelance workers, venturing out to find workers will become an 

unwarranted risk for most. With regards to the medically vulnerable, we intended 

to create a platform that bridged this demand of workers and the need of jobs. 
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“Create a product that helps reduce 
irregularity and unpredictability of paid work 
for freelance workers”



EZworks - The Brand 

EZworks is a brand that customers to skilled workers through our platform. We 

partner with existing hardware stores to create a physical presence on the ground 

and through our digital platform, we would expect Field Agents (hardware store 

workers) to onboard independent workers onto our system. While they will still 

remain independent workers with freedom to accept and decline jobs as they 

need, our platform will give them an extra level of reliability for their work. 

Customers requiring specialised work of any type can fill in a Job Request, either 

through the app, calling in an EZworks partner store or by visiting an EZworks store 

themselves. Field Agents once receiving a Job Request would assign a worker to 

the job based on the expertise required for it. 

The Job Request will require a category of job to be filled in eg. Electrical, 

plumbing, etc. The job request will be sent to the relevant and closest EZworks 

partner store for a worker to be assigned.  
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Img 5. Flow chart explaining EZworks system



Once assigned, the worker, field agent and customer would collaborate to get the 

job done based on the description and details of the work. At the moment, we have 

decided to not get involved in the details of the work and take no ownership of 

interactions that happen between the worker and customer. 

After the work is done, the customer will be sent a Job bill which they can then pay 

either through EZworks app or by visiting the closest EZworks partner store. 

User Flows 

We created multiple user flows of interaction within our new proposed platform to 

figure out the details. We were able to make crucial changes at a much broader 

level by identifying challenges such as how customers would communicate the 

variety of jobs that individual workers can be expected to finish or how payments 

would work after multiple tasks being completed through the process. 
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Img 6. Job cycle timeline
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Img.7 Worker user flow (left) Customer user flow (right)



Scenario 

Mr. Thyagi uses EZworks to get his cabinet hinge fixed. 
 

Mr. Thyagi is new in town and got to know 

about EZworks recently. So he approaches 

a nearby EZworks partner hardware store 

to get his cabinet fixed. 

 

He explains that the cabinets hinge is 

broken and so he needs new hinges and 

someone to install them. 

 

Our field agent uses our Interface to enter 

job details, finds available worker and 

assigns the job to one. 
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The job details are shared with Balram- the 

carpenter who is registered as worker at 

our partner store. Balram approaches 

Thyagi and fixes the hinge. 

 

Finally, a combined bill of materials and 

labour is paid by Mr. Thyagi. 

 

Customers can also use our app or call the 

EZworks partner store to directly place a 

job request. 
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Road Ahead 

• Finalising on payments and the business model of EZworks. 

• Rethink the level of automation we need in the system and how much power we 

give the Field Agents in making decisions. 

• Start making screens and prototyping the digital interface for each of the 

stakeholders involved on the platform. 

• Step outside to get user feedback and test our system 
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